
one new to replace them. 
10. Of course not every one that used to be in WS & is now 

on the field is there because of serious personal problems; 
we've had to release some of our personnel for financial reasons, 
because we were combining Units or doubling up on jobs.—Most 
of the WS people who are now leaving WS for the field are very 
valuable people who are leaving because of the Wind-down, be
cause their jobs are done & they can now make an important con
tribution to the field. So just because you see WS people on the 
field you shouldn't automatically think that they've been fired 
because of a bad personal sample or because of problems in their 
lives. 

11. Actually even the ones that we have had to let go from 
WS because of problems have made real strides & gained 
great victories in their lives & learned to have more faith on the 
field & more trust in the Lord & gotten a real shake-up in their 
lives & become better for it. They were faithful in their WS work 
& now they are faithful on the field. God bless them! 

DAD ON "KTOZ CORRECTION"! DO 2064 10/85 

1. I very seldom used corporal punishment on my own 
teens after they became grown.—I mean grown as big as David 
(almost 11 years old) or even more, because corporal punishment 
is not the best solution for teen misbehaviour! The night my father 
took a strap to my 14-year-old sister for staying out all night with 
her boyfriend, she ran away & married him the next day! It often 
increases their resistance & their rebellion & they feel misjudged 
& mistreated! 

2. Whoever's going to be teaching teenagers is going to 
have to learn that corporal punishment, except as a last 
resort, is not the answer to our kind of teenagers! Force & vio
lence is the only thing the World understands, so with Worldly 
teenagers it's something else, they probably need to be clobbered 
with a club!—But not our teenagers! 

3. Our teenagers know the Lord, they know what's right, 
they know what's wrong, they know us, they're reared in love 
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& righteousness & the right way & I don't think we should have 
to apply physical violence to our children. I would say in some 
cases it might go even lower than the teenagers, even down to 
Techi's age! She has the understanding of a teenager & die in
sight & the sensitivity. 

4. Our kids have had such instruction & such education & 
such marvellous spiritual upbringing, they're far beyond the 
System teenagers as far as understanding is concerned! 

5. So I'd say with somebody that is sensitive, you don't 
have to spank'm, at least not usually, there are different 
kinds of ways to deal with them. Our kids are so sensitive in 
the Spirit & so knowledgeable & with such understanding, with 
such mature wisdom & a desire to be good & to please, you don't 
usually have to strike'm! If I just point my finger at Techi she 
sobers up! 

6. After my first family got to be as old as Davida and 
David, we seldom used much corporal punishment.—Except 
with Deborah, who was a horrible rebel from the beginning, her 
mother made her that way. Eve defended her and no matter what 
she did, she stood between us, and Deborah just could get away 
with anything, because her mother would justify and vindicate 
her and stand between us and defend her. So finally I just said, 
"Okay, she's your child, y_ou take care of her, I'm not going to 
have anything to do with her! You made her the spoiled brat that 
she is, you take care of her!"—And you can see how she turned 
out! 

7. But I think the other three turned out pretty well! They 
respected me & obeyed me, but when they got as old as David & 
Davida, if I'd just point my finger at them or say a firm word, 
they'd whhsst, obey like that, because they knew I meant busi
ness! Now if they had just sluffed it off & been sassy & defiant
ly rebellious & disobeyed after that, I would have socked them & 
they knew it!—No matter how young or old they were. But I 
didn't have to, because they heeded the first warning, because 
they knew that meant business! 

8. So I don't think you have to use corporal punishment 
with these teenagers who know better! I think we're going to 
have to let the Family know that when we talked about giving a 
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